


FOLK MUSIC OF CHINA, VOL. 9: 
FOLK SONGS OF THE UZBEKS & TATARS OF CHINA

TATAR 1  Your Beautiful Eyes 
 (Look into Your Eyes) - 2:23
 你那美丽的一双眼睛 (望着你的目光)

UZBEK 2  Dutar - 2:56
 都它尔

TATAR 3  A Lively Young Man - 2:01
 巴拉米西肯

TATAR 4  A Swan’s Wings - 2:54
 天鹅的翅膀

UZBEK 5  Qia Le Hai - 2:57
 恰乐嗨

TATAR 6  Handkerchief - 3:51
 手帕

TATAR 7  Spring Water - 4:20
 泉水

UZBEK 8  Ex-lover - 4:57
 艾里斯亚林

TATAR 9  A Lively Girl - 1:48
 活泼的姑娘

TATAR 10  In Love with a Soulmate - 3:43
 知心爱人

UZBEK 11  Mother - 2:06
 阿内江

TATAR 12  Strawberries - 1:51
 草莓

TATAR 13  Song of Hometown - 2:49
 家乡之歌

UZBEK 14  Sorrow - 5:11
 皮罕姆

TATAR 15  Sa Er Man - 5:18
 萨尔曼

TATAR 16  A Sickle Girl (Crescent Moon) - 2:44
 镰刀姑娘 (弯弯的冃亮)

UZBEK 17  Ya Li Ya - 3:54
 亚里亚

TATAR 18  Butterflies - 1:46
 蝴蝶

UZBEK 19  Play the Dutar - 3:28
 弹都它尔

TATAR 20  Missing You - 4:15
 思念



The Uzbek and Tatar peoples both live in Xinjiang province and speak Turkic languages. The Uzbek people, descendants of 
medieval Sogdians and Turkic peoples, appear in the historical records as early as the 14th century, whereas the Chinese Tatars 
started emigrating from Russia in the early 19th century. The population of Chinese Uzbeks is around ten thousand, which is 
approximately three times that of the Tatars. The majority of these two peoples live in the northern and western regions of Xinjiang 
province. Musically, the Uzbek people adopt the Persian-Arabian musical system. The Tatars, however, employ mainly the Chinese 
musical system, and use the European musical system in only a small number of their songs. The folk melodies of the Tatars are 
sometimes built upon harmonic progressions, which is rare in Chinese folk songs.

THE UZBEKS 
The ancestors of the Uzbek people formed one of the nine Sogdian regimes along the Syr and the Amu Darya rivers. We can still 
identify some comparable features between the Uzbek the Sogdian traditional dances described in historical materials. Uzbek music 
and dance later spread to Tang China (618-907) and influenced their court and folk music. The Uzbek music displays its artistic charm 
with complex melodic variations and gorgeous ornaments. It also divides into long suites and short songs. The long suites include 
three to five parts, with both vocal and instrumental music. A complete performance of a long suite can last more than an hour. Many 
of the catchy short tunes are popular among Chinese people. For example, Lift Your Veil is famous among different generations of 
Han Chinese.

Instruments
The musical instruments widely used among the Uzbeks are almost the same as that of the Uyghurs (Muslim minority based in 
Xinjiang), as related to the structure and playing method. The instrumental music of the Uzbeks mainly includes interludes of 
Shashmaqam, a type of maqam style of music involving lyrical Sufi singing. Dutars accompany all the Uzbek musical pieces. The 
word dutar means “two strings”. This pear-shaped instrument is made of mulberry wood and has 13-20 frets on its long neck. It is 
widely used in Iran and Central Asia.

Melodic Features
Traditional Uzbek music employs a regular structure. It includes a beginning, different levels of developments, and an ending that 
echoes the beginning. The lengthy musical phrases incorporate more conjunct melodic motions than disjunctive ones. Different parts 
of a musical piece often accommodate variations of the same phrase. The heptatonic scales of Uzbek music often include chromatic 
half-tones, rather than neutral-tones. For those who are not familiar with Uzbek music, the notes sometimes appear to be out of tune. 
These are called wandering notes and are a typical feature of Uzbek music. They move from 1/4 to 2/4 of a step and give the music 
an enchanting flavour. Abundant embellishments, such as trill, glissando and appoggiatura, also enhance the melodies. All these 
characteristics help create a gracious and elaborate musical piece, in which the listeners experience delicate and rich emotions.



Rhythmic Patterns
The audience may be attracted to the unexpected beats, as rhythmical complexity is another notable feature in Uzbek music. Both 
simple and compound meters can be heard. Although rubato also appears, fixed rhythmic patterns constitute one of the prominent 
characteristics in the Persian-Arabian musical system. In fact, there are more than 100 fixed rhythmic patterns, all with respective 
names. Examples of these are in tracks 2 (figure 1), 8 (figure 2) and 11 (figure 3). These fixed patterns sometimes play in accordance 
with the rhythm of the melody and at other times they form a contrast. Excluding a small percentage of folk music and religious 
songs, a basic rhythmic pattern (with variations) continuously repeats itself throughout. The short basic rhythmic patterns only last 
for one bar, and the long ones occupy two bars or more. These rhythmic patterns often stagger the down beats and influence the 
tone of songs, and the details of choreography.

   
Figure 1  Figure 2   Figure 3 

THE TATARS
Nowadays, “Tatar” as a self-designation, refers to an ethnicity living in China and Russia. The word first appeared in Chinese materials 
around the 6th century, and referred to the nomadic peoples herding in northern steppes. In early medieval times, Tatars included 
those who spoke Turkic or Mongolic languages. The modern Tatar language used today comes from one of these Turkic languages.  
In Xinjiang province, the Tatars also use the Uighur or Kazakh languages because they live in a multi-ethnic area. More than half of the 
Tatar population now live in cities and follow the religion of Islam. They are also very proud of their high level of education.

Instruments and Instrumental Music
The music of the Tatars is the gemstone in Xinjiang’s musical crown, with many of their songs being popular among different ethnic 
groups. Immersing in their slow lyrical songs, such as tracks 6, 7, and 20, the audience can experience the various sentiments through 
the rich embellishments. At the other end of the spectrum the enthusiasm in their cheerful dance songs is contagious. For example, 
the vivid rhythms of tracks 1, 3, 9 and 18 all portray a passionate dance atmosphere. Tatar folk tunes often repeat the final note of a 
musical phrase. In tracks 4, 9 and 12, the repeating of notes keeps appearing and provide the listeners, who cannot understand the 
Tatar language, a clear hint of the end. Sometimes, several embellishment notes are inserted between the two repeated notes to make 
the ending more pleasant and interesting, as we can hear in track 10.
In this album, the accordion accompanies all the Tatar songs. The Tatars use button accordions, while piano accordions are more 
prevalent in China. The old instrument kubyz, the brass jew’s harp, is also popular among Chinese Tatars. They also perform on an 
instrument similar to a long end-blown flute, the qurai. The flute is made of wood and has two finger holes. Vocal and dance music 
is usually accompanied on accordion or mandolin.



Uzbeks

Tatars

The Tatars often adapt vocal songs for instruments. For example, track 20 Missing You, is also arranged for the accordion. Track 3, A 
Lively Young Man, is also scored for mandolin with a series of melodic embellishments. This track is also very popular among other 
ethnic peoples in Xinjiang, as it is frequently performed at weddings and festivals. With these instruments, the Tatars have a harmonic 
accompaniment. No polyphonic music appears in their folk songs.
According to scholars’ research, most of the Tatar folk songs use the Chinese musical system. The European musical system is also 
used, but only in a small part of the songs.

Jasmine Zhou



1  Your Beautiful Eyes
 (Look into Your Eyes) 
 你那美丽的一双眼睛 (望着你的目光)
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Maynur Humar
 I look deep into your eyes; they spark 
 my fire of hope. I look into your affectionate 
 eyes; I couldn’t do anything but fantasise. 
 I look deep into your eyes; as if I can see your 
 heart. I wish you all the best and wish you  
 happiness.

 I look deep into your eyes; I know that you are 
 happy. I can see your face glowing with joy 
 and I want to tell you what’s inside my heart.

 I look deep into your eyes; I want to tell you 
 all that’s in my heart. Please don’t say that I’m 
 happy-go-lucky, because love has been  
 torturing me.

2  Dutar 都它尔
 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Dutar: Muhammad Abdurehim
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 It’s been a long time and Du Ta Er has never  
 changed, but love has. I don’t know who she  
 thinks of.

3  A Lively Young Man 巴拉米西肯
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Hezirtullah Enwer
 How come a garden has no flower and 
 how come lives are not filled with songs? 
 Friends asked me to sing a song, and how can 
 I let them down?

 My song is shaking those golden wings, 
 inviting us to listen to it. Let our songs tug at 
 our heartstrings and let’s sing together.

 I’m here. Where are you, my girl? 
 I miss you so much!

 The sky is bright, but you are not here with me. 
 When will you accept my love and come  
 to me?

4  A Swan’s Wings 天鹅的翅膀
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Kamila Peyzirahman
 Instruments: Hezirtullah Enwer, Maynur Humar
 White swans flap their wings and fly 
 high in the blue sky. We sing happily and  
 loudly on the pasture. Characters written with 
 pens, made with feathers of the white swans, 
 are pretty. Our voices are sweet and our 
 songs are beautiful.

 White swans flap their wings at dawn. Lovers 
 sing happily, and their songs are echoing 
 on the pasture. White swans flap their wings 
 at dawn. How much I have missed you! In my 
 sweet dreams…

5  Qia Le Hai 恰乐嗨
 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Dutar: Muhammad Abdurehim 
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 It’s a pity that I’m miserable, because 
 I’m still young and can’t reveal the feelings 
 within my heart. When I grow up, I will tell you 
 the words in my heart and stay with you 
 through sorrow and happiness…



6  Handkerchief 手帕
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Kamila Peyzirahman
 I gave you a handkerchief as a souvenir, but 
 we never ended up together. I will always keep 
 you in my heart. Pigeons are flying in the sky, 
 I set them free, but I will never be disappointed.  
 My pigeons will come back to me.

7  Spring Water 泉水
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Hezirtullah Enwer
 Everyone has their home. There is a mountain 
 by my home, and the water that runs from the 
 mountain is clear and gorgeous. Lover girl,  
 you are as pretty as the water and I miss you. 
 Though I’m far away, you stay in my heart.

8  Ex-Lover 艾里斯亚林
 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 If my ex-lover was here, it would be  
 wonderful. I will take away the pain inside her  
 heart. I’m willing to do whatever I can to get 
 rid of her sorrow and make her happy…

9  A Lively Girl 活泼的姑娘
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Helima Peyzirahman
 A girl is the flower of every family. They are 
 smart and ingenious. They bring us together 
 to dance and sing.

10  In Love with a Soulmate 知心爱人
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Maynur Humar
 Two people are in love but they are apart, they  
 miss each other and hope to be together as  
 soon as possible.

11  Mother 阿内江
 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 Mother, I didn’t forget the things you did for 
 me. When I was little, you took care of me 
 when I wouldn’t go to sleep. Even though 
 you are gone now, please don’t worry, we will 
 be blessed.

12  Strawberries 草莓
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Kamila Peyzirahman
 Instrument: Hezirtullah Enwer
 Your beautiful strawberry-like eyes attracted  
 me. I can see your love and I will be waiting  
 for you. Where are you? I dreamt about you. 
 I am waiting for you. I want to see your  
 strawberry-like eyes. You said you loved me,  
 and I am thinking about it over and over again.

13  Song of Hometown 家乡之歌
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Maynur Humar
 I miss my hometown. I will always remember  
 the beautiful nights when I was with my lover.  
 I’m yours and you are mine. I was born for 
 you. Darling, you are always in my heart.



14  Sorrow 皮罕姆
 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Dutar: Muhammad Abdurehim
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 I left my hometown after I broke up with my 
 lover and went to see other places, but I did  
 not want to.

15  Sa Er Man 萨尔曼
 Tatar peoples
 Singers: Choir
 Nightingales are singing joyfully by the  
 beautiful and serene Lake of Sa Er Man.  
 Sweet and tender love tugs at young people’s 
 heartstrings. By the beautiful and serene 
 Lake of Sa Er Man, green grass grows. Girls  
 are singing softly and the songs are sweeter 
 than honey. By the Lake of Sa Er Man,  
 green grass grows, it is wet with dew. Me and 
 my beloved girl are in love and our hearts 
 grow together.

16  A Sickle Girl (Crescent Moon) 
 镰刀姑娘 (弯弯的冃亮)
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Maynur Humar
 I’m swinging a crescent-moonshaped sickle 
 and sun is shining on the blade. To sharpen  
 my sickle, I came to the valley where spring 
 waters run.

 I’m sharpening my sickle by the spring 
 waters, looking at the bridge from afar. Who 
 is waving at me with a handkerchief and  
 running to me?

 My heart is beating so fast, unstoppably, and 
 I am not paying attention to the sickle.

 Ouch! I cut my left hand and scream in pain.

 The infatuated young man saw me screaming 
 and yelling in pain, he held my hand sighing 
 and stamping the ground in vain.

17  Ya Li Ya 亚里亚
 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 My daughter, bride-to-be, please don’t cry,  
 your in-law’s family are going to be  
 wonderful. The love of your life is going to  
 be the best, please don’t be sad…

18  Butterflies 蝴蝶
 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Helima Peyzirahman
 Butterflies land on flowers; the flowers are 
 their paradise. Butterflies, you fly elegantly! 
 My darling, butterflies are passionate and 
 sun shines on me. 
 
 Butterflies land on flowers, and the flowers 
 are in blossom with sweet aroma. Butterflies, 
 you miss me! My darling, I will sing for you 
 just like a lark.

 On top of mountains, and under big trees, 
 spring water surrounds. Butterflies, you land  
 on flowers and fly so elegantly! My darling,  
 I wish you fly high just like a swallow.



19  Play the Dutar 弹都它尔

 Uzbek peoples
 Singer, dutar: Mawlanjan Mahsut
 Dutar: Muhammad Abdurehim
 Hand drum: Alimjan Niyaz
 When I play the Du Ta Er, my beloved one will  
 come to me and tell me what’s inside her  
 heart. I love her even more. I will sing for you  
 and you will enjoy. For you, I will do anything.

20  Missing You 思念

 Tatar peoples
 Singer: Helima Peyzirahman
 We went our separate ways and settled in  
 different places, due to our work. Therefore,  
 we missed our families, home-towns and nature.
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